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The safety of our patrons and volunteers is a top priority.
Magenta Theater is taking every step to protect our volunteers,
actors, and audience members from covid-19. Please keep your
mask on at all times while inside the theater.

Magenta Theater Company presents:

Much Ado About Nothing
Written by

William Shakespeare
Adapted by

David Roberts
Vocal Arrangements
“Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy”

“It’s A Sin to Tell a Lie”

by Don Raye & Hughie Prince
(In the style of Bette Midler)

(In the style of the Honey Whiskey Trio)

by Billie Mayhew

“Don’t Sit Under the Apple Tree”

“It Don’t Mean a Thing”

by Lew Brown & Charles Tobias
(In the style of the Andrews Sisters)

by Duke Ellington & Irving Mills

(In the style of the Pink Champagne Sisters)

“Sing Sing Sing”
by Benny Goodman
PLEASE NOTE
Please turn off cell phones, tablets, etc.
Video or audio recording of this performance
by any means whatsoever is strictly prohibited.
We have purposely left some typos in this program for those of you who like to discover them.

CAUTION:
Patrons are asked to please enter and exit rows ‘B’ through ‘I’ from the
side aisles only please. Magenta Theater is not responsible for alternative
methods of accessing or exiting seats. This is especially applicable to
patrons in row ‘B’. Do not try to step up through the row ‘A’ seats, as they
are not affixed to the floor in order to accommodate wheelchairs.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Welcome Back to our first Main Stage
production of 2021. I really don’t think
I have to say that we have all been
through quite a lot and continue to meet
the challenges of this ongoing medical
crisis. For Magenta Theater, it has been
especially hard since we were shut down
since March of 2020 and only able to
do smaller virtual events to keep us all
going. For MUCH ADO, it has been a roller
David Roberts
coaster of emotions and cast changes.
Director
Many of our original cast/crew members
could not return after we were shut down
so sadly you won’t be able to see all the hard work they put
in, but we had a fun time, either way. Our newly formed cast
has melded right in and took up the challenge of working on
a play that was 3/4 done over a year ago.
They are a marvelous and talented bunch of actors who
have risen to the challenge and amaze me at every turn.
I could not have done it without their tireless commitment
to excellence and passion for great theater. Also my wife,
who is ADSM for this show, helped every bit of the way to
keep my spirits up while our “ship” sailed, sank, sailed and
battled tough storms to get us to this point. She has been a
great partner in the longest running production of a show in
Magenta history.
MUCH ADO is one of Shakespeare’s greatest comedies and
is one of the most relatable and easy to understand of all
his works. I have adapted this to 1940’s England during the
second world war on a joint base somewhere in England.
I hope you will enjoy the look and feel of this show and
how easily it translates into the period. It has been cut and
modified, so you purists, I will have to beg your patience
with me, but I hope the end result will bring you joy and be
something the Bard would have enjoyed much like we enjoy
fan fiction today.
If this is your first time for Shakespeare then sit back and try
to take it all in without getting too bogged down on all the
language. Open your ears and watch the action and all
should become clear. Enjoy!
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CAST
Benedick				
Casey Faubion
Beatrice					
Shaye Eller
Claudio					
Jack Harvison
Hero					
Laura Henderson
Don Pedro				
Matt Thoreson
Balthazar/Sexton				
Andrew Pongratz
Don John					
Jason Litts
Borachio					
Brett Mock
Conrade					 Jonathan Moothart
Messenger				
Randy Adams
Leonato					
Jeff Giberson
Antonia					
Sarah Coombs
Father Francis				
James Stevenson
Margaret				
Maddi Dorry
Ursula					
Dana Black Brown
Dogberry					
Carol Radkins
Verges					
Reba Hoffman
First Watchman				 Mary Durall-DuPree
Second Watchman				
Jessica Moran
40S-ERA SINGERS:
Soprano					
Mezzo-Soprano				
Alto (Weeks 1 & 3)					
Alto (Week 2)					

Honor Stevenson
Kristen Bennett
Dani Knittle
Erin Knittle

Special thanks to:
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PRODUCTION CREW
DIRECTOR			

David Roberts

PRODUCTION MANAGER			

Mary Thomas

VOCAL DIRECTOR

Erin Knittle

ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR/STAGE MANAGER
BACKSTAGE CREW				
CHOREOGRAPHY

Nancy Goering
Madelaine Dorry

SET DESIGN					
SET CONSTRUCTION		

Stephanie Roberts

Kirk Dusenberry

Kirk Dusenberry, Duane Peterson,
Rex Jackson, Doug Kessler, Russell Luke

SET PAINTING		
Michele Glover, Jenelle Kaplan,
Sydney Robinson, Joe Swain, Mary Thomas, Lisa Jo Nettles
SET SPECIALTY PAINTING		
SET DRESSING

Stephanie Barrow
Michele Glover

HAIR & MAKE-UP DESIGN		

Erin Knittle

COSTUME DESIGN			

Laura Poulsen

COSTUME TEAM		
Laura Poulsen, Bethany Amsler
Laurie Robertson, Joan Kruger, Christine Kuzar
PROP DESIGN		

Patty Renfro-Wonderly

PROPS TEAM		

Patty Renfro-Wonderly, Michele Glover,
Stephen Poulsen, Peter Wonderly

LIGHTING DESIGN & OPERATION		
SOUND DESIGN				
SOUND BOARD OPERATION

Tim Neill
Steve Goodwin

Peter Wonderly, Tony Provenzola,
Erin Knittle, Mary Thomas

PR & HEADSHOT PHOTOGRAPHY

Stephanie Roberts
with Fetching Photos

POSTER DESIGN				

Amy Baumgarten

PLAYBILL DESIGN				

Kristen Bennett
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Casey Faubion (Benedick)

Case Faubs was last seen on the Magenta stage
in DEATH IN HIGH HEELS (2019), BASKERVILLE
(2018), and JEEVES INTERVENES (2018), to name
a few. He has been acting since he was a wee
one and is super excited to be here in person
with all of you. Special thanks to my spouse and
daughter for letting me be here to perform.

Shaye Eller (Beatrice)

Shaye has been involved with Magenta
Theater since 2010. Past roles include Caroline
Bingley in PRIDE AND PREJUDICE, Annabella/
Margaret/Pamela in THE 39 STEPS, Joy Gresham
in SHADOWLANDs, and Sylvia Fowler in The
Women. She was last seen on stage in Death in
High Heels and on Zoom in A Virtual Whodunnit.

Jack Harvison (Claudio)

This is Jack’s first production with Magenta and his
return to the stage after a three-year hiatus. His past
shows include THE CRUCIBLE and ALMOST MAINE.
Offstage, Jack studies Computer Science at WSU
Vancouver and enjoys reading and watching artsy/
pretentious movies. He would like to thank his past
teachers and directors Aleks Merilo and Stephan
“Cash” Henry for putting him on the path to theater,
his family for supporting him on that path, and finally
the Magenta community for finding a way to make
this show happen in such a difficult time.

Laura Henderson (Hero)

Laura is grateful to come back and be part of
this show again—FINALLY! It has been a joy to
be back on stage, laughing and rehearsing. This
is her fourth production with Magenta Theater
Previous roles include Theresa in CURTAIN UP!,
Dorothy in MagenTOTS THE WIZARD OF OZ
and Mara in MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET. Laura is
honored to play Hero in MUCH ADO and has
loved working with this talented cast and crew—
the old and the new. Let’s ADO this!
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Matt Thoreson (Don Pedro)

Matt has appeared in numerous main stage and
black chair productions here at Magenta and
was last seen on the Magenta stage in PACK OF
LIES (2019). Matt is grateful for the support of his
family.

Andrew Pongratz (Balthasar/Sexton)

Andrew is returning to stage (finally) and is
excited for everyone to see the show! You might
have seen him in previous shows such as ONCE
UPON A PALACE PURPLE as Vertigo, RAINMAKER
as Jimmy, and SHERLOCK HOLMES as King of
Bohemia. He would like to thank his friends and
family for their constant support.

Jason Litts (Don John)

Jason is making a return to scripted theater after
a brief 30-year break. He has been active in the
Portland Improv scene, performing in shows at
Funhouse Lounge, Deep End, Kickstand, and
Curious Comedy Theater. When not pining for
the validation of strangers, he enjoys painting,
running, and spending quality time with his
amazing wife and dogs.

Brett Mock (Borachio)
Brett is excited to be in this exciting production of
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING! Brett has kept theater
in their heart since they first stepped on stage at age
10. While it has been hard to live without theatre,
they’re excited to step on the stage again. Some
of their past shows include: AROUND THE WORLD
IN 80 DAYS, TALISMAN RING, MIDSUMMER NIGHTS
DREAM, PRIDE AND PREJUDICE, LEGALLY BLONDE,
and ROMEO AND JULIET. Brett is thankful for their
friends and family for their amazing support.
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Jonathan Moothart (Conrade)
Jonathan’s interest in theater began with participation
in school and church musical performances. His first role
was Jonah in JONAH’S DRUTHERS. Further community
theater productions confirmed his love of the stage,
and he began taking classes in musical theater. He
studied at Spotlight Musical Theater Academy for two
years and most recently performed as Wilbur in NAKED
MOLE RAT GETS DRESSED. This is his first time performing
Shakespeare and he couldn’t be more excited to be
back on the stage. Enjoy the show!

Randy Adams (Messenger)

Randy is returning to his love of theater that he
learned in high school. This recent journey with
Magenta Theater has been very rewarding for
him. He would like to thank his girlfriend, Korin,
as well as the many different tabletop party
members that have helped him express his
acting bug over the last 15+ years.

Jeff Giberson (Leonato)
Jeff is thrilled to make MUCH ADO his first
live theater production with Magenta, after
appearing in A VIRTUAL WHODUNNIT online last
spring. Other recent, favorite roles include: Thomas
in VENUS IN FUR, James in IT’S ONLY A PLAY, The
Herald in MARAT/SADE, all at Twilight Theater; Jon
in MARJORIE PRIME at Missing Link; and Bodhi in
POINT BREAK LIVE at The Funhouse Lounge. Thank
you Jaiden, for absolutely everything. I love you.

Sarah Coombs (Antonia)

Sarah Luna Coombs Moonbrush was raised by a cloister
of nuns in Portugal when her mostly acknowledged
parents decided she was too tall. During her formative
years she enjoyed getting all the attention, so
decided theater was the best place for her. Barring
any talent impediments she ventured across the sea
to Vancouver only to discover she went to the wrong
city. Since her nature was one of a sedentary sloth she
decided to stay in town and grace the local theater
company with her presence and here she stays...and
stays... and... You get the point. She would like to thank
her 12 cats for their support.
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Madelaine Dorry (Margaret)

Madelaine was last seen on the Magenta main
stage in DEATH IN HIGH HEELS (2019). Her favorite
credits include: IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE, CURTAIN
UP, and SLEEPING BEAUTY. She is so excited to
be back in the theater and hopes to bring you
lots of laughs. A special thanks to her hubby
for always pushing her to towards her passion.
Welcome back to the theater!

Dana Black Brown (Ursula)

Dana is happy to be back at the theater with
her people in the midst of this bizarre season.
She was last seen on the Magenta stage as
Ruby in JEEVES TAKES A BOW (2019), and had
the honor of directing DEATH IN HIGH HEELS
(2019). She’d like to thank Dave & Stephanie
for bringing her into the MUCH ADO family this
summer, the vaccines for helping us come play
again, and her awesome husband & parents
for all of their support.

James Stevenson (Father Francis)

Returning to the (real) Magenta stage for the
first time since being a zombie in DEAD BEATS,
James is happy not to be ruining clothes with
blood this time. He first acted on stage in 1963,
and is still looking to improve on that effort.

Carol Radkins (Dogberry)

Carol is surprised and amazed to find herself
back on stage after 27 years pursuing
other adventures. Carol recently moved to
Vancouver to be near her grandchildren, and
absolutely loves it here! Her theater background
is extensive and diverse, though practically prehistoric. She looks forward to participating in
the thriving theater community here in the PNW,
and especially at Magenta Theater.
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Rebecca Hoffman (Verges)
Reba appears both on and off stage at Magenta. She
has been seen in ROMEO & JULIET (2014), EMMA! A
POP MUSICAL (2018), and PRESCRIPTION FOR MURDER
(2017). She has written, performed, and directed for
MagenTOTS, and is a player with Magenta Improv
Theater (MIT). Backstage she has served as lighting
designer and worked on crews for multiple shows. She
is grateful to Magenta for these creative opportunities
and to her family for their tireless support. By day she is
a family physician in Salmon Creek.

Mary Durall-DuPree (First Watchman)

Mary is thoroughly enjoying playing the “fool”
in one of Shakespeare’s timeless comedies.
Laughter, love, and silliness are the perfect
antidote for difficult times. Mary previously
appeared at Magenta in CURTAIN UP! (2019),
JEEVES INTERVENES (2018), and PRESCRIPTION
FOR MURDER (2017).

Jessica Moran (Second Watchman)

This is Jessica’s second show with Magenta. The
first was MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET (2019). She
graduated from The Portland Actors Conservatory
in 2012. Before that, she was an active member
of the Community College Theater in Pendleton,
Oregon, and La Grande Shakespeare Company
in La Grande, Oregon. Now, she’s doing voiceover
work for the web series, American Kintsugi. Thank
you for supporting the play a year and a half in
the making!

Honor Stevenson (40s Singer, Soprano)

Honor was last seen on the Magenta stage in
THE MARVELOUS WONDERETTES as Cindy Lou
and in ONCE UPON A PALACE PURPLE as Scarlett
Sonata. In her spare time, she enjoys dancing to
any song that’s playing and running her dogs’
instagram accounts, @rheatheaussie and @
ZeustheAussalier. She would like to dedicate this
performance to her Granny June.
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Kristen Bennett (40s Singer, Mezzo-Soprano)

Kristen was last seen as 14 different characters
in Magenta’s production of BASKERVILLE (2018).
She has previously been a part of several main
stage and Black Chair shows, and is excited
to return to the stage after a three-year haitus,
during which she took on her greatest role ever—
becoming a mother. She would like to thank her
husband and daughter for their love, support,
and constant shenanigans.

Daniella Knittle (40s Singer, Alto Weeks 1&3)

Dani is a junior at Camas High School. She
enjoys playing in the marching band as an alto
saxophone player. Other shows she’s done at
Magenta include PALACE PURPLE (2019), IT’S A
WONDERFUL LIFE (2017), and SLEEPING BEAUTY
(2019). She loves theater and singing and is very
excited to perform on stage for the first time in
a while.

Erin Knittle (40s Singer, Alto Week 2)

Erin is so excited to be a part of this production.
She was last seen on the Magenta stage as
Shelhammer in MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET. She
loves singing and acting and tries to do it all!
When she is not on stage, Erin is a wife and
mother to an amazing family.

David Roberts (Director)

David is an accomplished actor, director, and
producer and has been working with Magenta
for over 15 years. His recent roles include Bertie
Wooster from the JEEVES series of plays (2018 &
2019) and Fred from MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET
(2019). He works in Vancouver as a real estate
photographer and he currently serves as
Executive Director of Magenta Theater.
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FRIENDS OF MAGENTA
Magenta Theater is an independent non-profit organization funded
primarily by donations. We are incredibly grateful for the continued
support we receive from our community and the following friends of
Magenta:

Director (Contribution of $1000+)
• Cinda & Bill Connelly

• Sally Morello

Assistant Director (Contribution of $500+)

• Bonnie Coy-Svenson
• Doug & Marie Newport
• Stephen Early & Mary Shepard • Stephanie & Dave Roberts
• Ester John

Leading Role (Contribution of $250+)

• Rebecca Hoffman • Burt & Ramona
• Katie Skinner
Paynter
• Adam Sinnett
• Gail Czech
• Jackie McGreevey • Martha Hancock

• Liz Grauer
• KC Cooper & Jim
Hart
• Jeffrey Hereford

Understudy (Contribution of $100+)
• Sharon Adams
• Patti Allen
• Connie Barringer
• Anita Bauman
• Mary & John Berg
• Mair Blatt
• Karen & Ned
Boudreaux
• Jim & Andrea
Buchmann
• Gary Buczkowski
• Steven & Katie Bull
• Patricia Chase
• Lori Comstock
• Sarah Coombs
• Kimberly Cooper
• Laurel Dusenberry
• Shaye Eller
• Carla Emigh
• Casey Faubion
• Susan Ford

• James Gahagan
• Elizabeth Peters
• Susan Gelentere
• Anita Polley
• Gina George
• Donna Provenzola
• Kristin Ghbeish
• Tony & Amy
• Jennifer & Chris
Provenzola
Gilbert
• Lauren Scher
• Nancy Goering
• Michele Schindler
• Tanya & Kevin Gray • John Shilvock
• David Green
• Sandra Sorlie
• Laura Hanning
• Bethany
• Joyce & Gary
Souriyavong
Hutchinson
• Sylva & Robert Staab
• Linda Janson
• Marsha Stum
• Barbara Klabin-Smith • Sheri Sundstrom
• Benita Mairs
• Matt & Jennifer
• Linda Morse
Thoreson
• Alicia Nilo
• Todd Tolces
• Elizabeth Nye
• Angela Wall
• John & Dorothy
• Steve Webster
Parkin
• Peter & Patty
• Susan Peabody
Wonderly

To become a “Friend of Magenta” visit:
http://www.magentatheater.com/donate
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FRIENDS OF MAGENTA (CONTINUED)
Stagehand (Contribution of $100+)
• Marie Andrus
• Johnee Bennett
• Jonathan Bennett
• Kristen Bennett
• Lori Benton
• Deanna Bies
• Dana Black
• Michael Brymer
• William Campbell
• Carol Cavanaugh
• Kim Charlton
• Karen Dale
• Wendy Dittrich
• Jan Coy & Don
Heckman
• Madelaine Dorry
• Patti Duthie
• Donna and David
Ebner
• Penni Ellington
• Robert Elliott
• Jay Fraser
• Jan French
• Curtis Frye
• Mary George
• Deana Graham

• Heather Greiff
• Brian & Jackie
Halbert
• Kelli Harvison
• Rhonda Hatfield
• Sylvia Hearing
• Laura Henderson
• Lorena Herron
• Edward Hickel
• B. Gail Hillyer
• Henry Jacobs
• Carol Johnson
• Penni Johnson
• Penny Juve
• Deena Kerr
• Barb Klinger
• Erin Knittle
• Richard Kussin
• Christine Kuzar
• Ada Levins
• Bethany Lewis
• Jim Loayza
• Jennifer Losack
• Jane Madden
• Linda Mayers
• Brenda McGinnis

• Irene Mills
• Kathleen Murphy
• Chase Newport
• Sherry Olson
• Lisa Orr
• Lori Peterman
• Karen Phillips
• Andrew Pongratz
• Linda Potter
• Carlos Qualls
• Linda Reid
• Jason Santos
• Valerie Sather
• Geri Savage
• Carol Smasal
• Karla Smith
• Madeleine Stevenson
• Kathleen Sykora-Haley
• Alice Tanzillo
• Carl Thor
• Ryan & Elizabeth
Tindall
• Nancy Townend
• Stacen Tyskiewicz
• Melissa Whitson
• Geraldine Wilda

OUR SPONSORS

Want to sponsor a show at Magenta? Contact:
executivedirector@magentatheater.com
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UPCOMING EVENTS

All Together Now:
A Broadway Musical Revue
Friday, November 11th @ 6:30 PM
Saturday, November 12th @ 6:30 PM
Sunday, November 14th @ 1:00 PM

All Together Now! - A Global Event Celebrating Local Theatre/an
exclusive musical revue featuring songs from MTI’s beloved shows
- is coming to Magenta Theater November 12,13 and 14! The revue
features 15 musical performances with songs like “Be Our Guest”
from Beauty and the Beast, “Seasons of Love” from RENT and
“Take A Chance on Me” from Mama Mia!

